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The Cannabis Manifesto is both a call to action and a radical vision of humans' relationship with this
healing but controversial plant. Steve DeAngelo, the founder of Harborside Health Middle, the world's
largest medical-cannabis dispensary, presents a compelling case for cannabis as a wellness
catalyst that must be legalized. answers essential queries about the plant, rethink the
courtroom.thought s workplace and    The Cannabis Manifesto there is no such thing as
recreational cannabis use challenges readers to from the about cannabis science and law, and also
its biological, mental, and spiritual results on human beings. With a cultural critic's eyesight peering
through the zoom lens of public justice, DeAngelo explains how cannabis prohibition provides
warped our most valuable institutions—using intensive research to fuel a thoughtful discussion utilized
by half of most Americans, this important primer will forever alter just how the they knew about
marijuana.everything they  His look at that In calling for an authentic nationwide policy on a
substance that has been family, to the place of work, to the doctor’world thinks about cannabis, its
benefits, and the laws governing its use.
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  Advocating medical marijuana without endorsing recreational marijuana is like saying gays must
have equal privileges, but can't marry. No matter how well versed you think you are about medical
cannabis, no matter how many books you've read about it, (and I've read a slew of these), you
mustn't skip this reserve. The Cannabis Manifesto provides taken various information about all
aspects of cannabis from it's medical and social history to current science, and put it into one small,
concise, and hugely informative readable book. Since first studying Steve DeAngelo and Harborside
Wellness Center in California, I have looked up to and admired him for his activism, his tenacity, and
his unwavering dedication to bringing the truth about cannabis to the mainstream. I nearly didn't get
this book, but after reading what Johnny Green wrote about any of it, I went ahead and buy it for
my library. Steve DeAngelo beautifully delves into why Cannabis became illegal to begin with and
talks in-depth about how exactly Cannabis may be used as a promoter of wellness inside our lives.
Thanks Steve. You have developed a gem for cannabis newbies along with cannabis veterans. This
book has really helped me gather and organize my cannabis understanding, and tossed in quite a
few revelations as well. Great job! Feel the Burn Steve DeAngelo and I share more than only a first
name; Will need to have. Buying this reserve, reading it, and becoming a political activist can push
cannabis legalization at night tipping stage.), I wrote one entitled Experience the Burn off: The
Marijuana Manifesto. Bernie is the only Presidential applicant to get an “A” on the issue of marijuana
legalization. Nevertheless, when I vainly tried to Google my on-line content, up popped The Cannabis
Manifesto by Steve DeAngelo. Humbled, I purchased his publication, read it, and adored it.There are
numerous good books about marijuana, but most authors try to deny their very own personal
experiences in order to “objectively” portray an “unbiased” study of the issue. One thing I wish this
publication delved into more is approximately how to use it responsibly and how to use it for spiritual
development. What makes his publication such compelling reading is normally his unapologetic
personal approach to the issue. Steve openly tells of smoking cigarettes pot as a teenager with a
close dark friend known as Eddie. “I was safeguarded by white privilege as an adolescent,
therefore my early scrapes with regulations left me fairly unscathed…but most low-income minority
youth arrested for cannabis are locked out of education and employment. It is important that this
concern no more be important, but become a simple fact of each day life for anyone who chooses
to benefit. Both of them got captured and busted, but because Eddie was poor and black, while
Steve was middle-class and white; Prohibition of medications, whether marijuana, alcohol, or
whatever, only makes those drugs more threatening and more addicting. In the event that you said
yes, is definitely smoking marijuana to relieve the emotional pain of anxiety, medical use? But Steve
goes beyond dispensing information; We loved reading every web page of it and will go through a .
Whereas others make the specious argument that marijuana ought to be legal because it isn’t as
addictive or dangerous as alcohol or tobacco; DeAngelo makes a compelling argument that
cannabis ought to be legal because it is healthful and increases well-being.Personally, I believe it
doesn’t matter if a mood-altering drug is healthy or unhealthy, addicting or non-addicting, popular or
unpopular.”There are many other books that provide ample factual information regarding marijuana
and its own history. DeAngelo makes this case brilliantly and calls for federal government regulation
of marijuana to both protect the environment and make certain marijuana isn’t contaminated with
toxic additives. Great reading!. The reserve is very well crafted and sustained. Although he
distinguishes between “medical use” and “adult make use of,” (believing the word adult is more
apropos than recreational,) he makes the cogent argument it often hard to discern one from the
various other. Is cigarette smoking marijuana to alleviate pain, medical use? This book can be filled
with facts. Although the author boldly proclaims, “Legalization cannot and can not really be
stopped,” this statement will only be accurate, if we make it true. Nonetheless it does matter if you



live in circumstances where only medical marijuana is legal, but recreational marijuana isn't.Don't skip
this reserve, regardless of how much you imagine you know about Cannabis. The only method to
ensure that anyone who needs marijuana for medical factors can get it really is to legalize marijuana
for medical and nonmedical use.We are at the tipping point. It shouldn’t matter. Sitting around
smoking weed and viewing Bob’s Burgers will do nothing to legalize cannabis. Therefore when I
was asked to write a blog page promoting Democratic Presidential applicant Bernie Sanders
(Experience the Bern! A toke is useless with out a vote. A Watershed Moment This is an important
book in the way that (CNN) Sanjay Gupta's film "Weed" was. This book coming out now could be
another watershed moment in the inevitable normalisation of this simple, safe, and fantastically useful
medicinal herb.America (and the globe) is slowly waking up to the problems: the historic
embarrassment of prohibition, the institutionalised hypocrisy, the criminal-level waste materials of
taxpayers' cash, and the gross miscarriage of justice dumped on the backs of mostly innocent
civilians as if you and me. Beyond even these essential things is the reality that America (and the
world) is slowly waking up to truth of the genuine benefit Cannabis has today for our wellbeing and
the well being of our kids, on so many levels.There is absolutely no new information presented here,
no great revelations - just a well-planned, intelligently presented Manifesto whose time has come.
Eddie’s education and career prospects were ruined, not Steve’s.. Cannabis , essential read! Of
course, as politicians learned during alcohol Prohibition, the government can’t regulate a element to
lessen risk, if the material is illegal. Fantastic reserve that I would recommend to anyone Great read!
I believe it is a must read for those that hardly understand the potentials of cannabis as medicine as
well as understanding the irrational attitudes of those who only view it as an illegal drug. But overall,
extremely good book. If you're a believer in the use of cannabis you almost certainly won't find
much fresh information in this publication. But again, Personally i think that if you want a better
understanding about what is incorrect about how exactly we as a nation treat cannabis and
actually want to understand the potential of this plant this book is an excellent place to start. An
excellent addition to your library. Change how you think of cannabis By changing our perspective
on a topic so demonized we are able to make a genuine change on the medication war.”Whereas
my experience is in the region of addiction, his experience is in the region or medical marijuana.
Steve DeAngelo beautifully delves into why Cannabis became unlawful in the first ... This is a
pleasant book. I am so glad I did and just wish I could buy a truckload of the book to pass out to
everyone I understand who's on the fence about trying cannabis medicine, and to the sometimes
offensive know-it-alls, like me. Offers you better understanding As a cannabis advocate I found this
book to be a wealth of knowledge. we share several decades of commitment to the theory
marijuana ought to be legally available. Stuffed with great details and solid references. I came across
the book truly eyesight opening. It led me to send out letters to my state representative. Very
Informative In The Cannabis Manifesto, Steve describes-in great detail-everything you should know
about cannabis. Great information Great book, very beneficial of the past history and current laws
on cannabis. Not really, Steve DeAngelo. Steve also covers the social injustice when it comes to
possession of pot. he makes a separate plea to end the sociable injustice of prohibition. Steve
DeAngelo sums this notion up succinctly: “The hazards of the illicit market are the real threat--not
cannabis itself. Kudos to Steve Deangelo for carrying out what he's been doing each one of these
years, for getting this material together in such a clear, calm and smart way, and most of most for
sticking his neck out as he proceeds to do. This Book has SO much insight into one of the most
influential people in the cannabis industry, I loved reading every page of it and will read several times
over i'm sure!
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